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Reg.No. 3851

Name: P.Sheela

1. Title has changed as suggested by the external examiner in wrapper, spine, title, certificate, declaration and Questionnaire A1 and A.2.

2. Content page is replaced and added detailed content page with various sections and sub sections with corresponding page Numbers (content page: 6 pages)

3. Pages 2 to 27 are separately put under the head of Chapter 1A entitled as "Information Sources and services" as suggested by the examiner. (Page No.10 to 36)

4. Page No 28 to 36 under sections 1.8 to 1.13 of earlier version of thesis are become page numbers 2 to 9 in revised version with sub section 1.1 to 1.6.

5. The definition of key terms use with references are included for the revised title. (Page Number 8-9)

6. The database used for the collection of literature is added in page number 70

7. The word access is changed as assess in page number 92.
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